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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to decide whether a regular 
language recognized by finite automata is a Z-code or not. This algorithm has 
time complexity O(n4) for the general case of non-deterministic automata, O(n2) 
for the restricted case of deterministic automata, where n is the number of states 
of finite automata. 
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1 Introduction 

The bi-infinite words play an important part in research infinite behaviors of system, 
logical models, formal dynamic systems, games and new code construction ... In cod-
ing processes, especially in transmission environment such as local networks, inter-
net.. there are various new kinds of encoded messages that we do not know its starting 
and ending points, therefore its content can not be decoded. Using Z-codes for bi-
infinite words (message), we can determine the encoding and decoding processes for 
any bi-infinite message by using some kind of Z-codes... Research Z-codes in formal 
languages, specially  in theory of codes has been one of main subjects in  many works 
[2-4,6-8,11,12], etc., which showed  the interesting role of  Z-codes.  A very basic 
problem is to test wherether or not a language of finite words is a Z-code, specially, 
when the input is a regular language recognized by finite automata. The techniques to 
solve this problem provide effective methods to develop research on the related areas 
of  codes, finite graphs and automata. The testing algorithm for Z-codes for the case 
of finite languages is given in [9]. However, for the general case of regular languages, 
such an algorithm is not known and this is the subject of this paper. 

                                                           
*  This work is supported by Vietnamese National Foundation for Science & Technology De-

velopment (NAFOSTED). 
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Here we introduce a new testing algorithm for Z-codes with time complexity O(n2) 
when the input is deterministic finite automaton, and it is O(n4) when the input is non-
deterministic finite automaton.  

In Section 2, we recall some basic notions. In Section 3 we present some algo-
rithms to set up a kind of extended automata. These automata permit us to establish 
the main result - a new testing algorithm for Z-codes in Section 4. 

2 Preliminaries 

We recall some notions and notations (see [1,2,6,7]). Let Σ be an alphabet. As usual, 

Σ* is the free monoid generated by Σ whose elements are called finite words. We de-
note by ε the empty word. We call a nonempty word w primitive if it is not a proper 

power of any word. Set }{* ε−Σ=Σ+ . A subset of Σ* is called a language.  

In the following, our consideration is mainly based on the notion of infinite words. 

Let ΣN , NΣ , ZΣ  be the sets of left infinite, right infinite and bi-infinite words on Σ  

respectively. For a language L of *Σ , we denote Lω , ωL  and ωω L  the left infinite, the 
right infinite and the bi-infinite product of nonempty words of L respectively. 

Factorizations on L of left or right infinite word are understood customarily (see 
[2,7]), but factorizations of a bi-infinite word need a special treatment as follows. Let 

Zw Σ∈  be in the form:  21012 aaaaaw −−=  with Σ∈ia . An L-factorization of the 

bi-infinite word w is a strictly increasing function ZZ →:μ  satisfying 

Laax iii ∈= ++ )1(1)( μμ   for all .Zi ∈  Two L-factorizations μ  and λ  are said to be 

equal, denoted by λμ =  if there is Zt ∈  such that )()( iti μλ =+  for all .Zi ∈  Oth-

erwise, μ  and λ  are distinct, denoted by λμ ≠ . It is easy to verify that λμ ≠  if and 

only if )()( ZZ λμ ≠ , or equivalently, there exists a word +Σ∈u , two bi-infinite se-

quences of words of L:  ,,,,,, 21012 xxxxx −−  and  ,,,,,, 21012 yyyyy −−  such that: 

0112 yyuxx −−− = , 0xu ≤ ,  21210 yuyxxx = , 0yu ≤ , with 0xu ≠  or 0yu ≠ . 

If every right infinite word of NΣ  has at most one factorization on L then L is said to 

be an N-code (see [7]). Analogously, if every left infinite word of ΣN  possesses this 

property, we call L an N -code. Obviously, L is an N-code if and only if 

}:{ LxxN ∈=  is an N -code, where if naaax 21=  then 12aaax n= .  

Definition 1. A language L of +Σ  is a Z-code if all L-factorizations of every bi-
infinite word on L are equal. 

Example 1. Every singleton {u} is always both an N-code and an N -code but it is a 
Z-code if and only if u is primitive. The language L={ab, ba} is both an N-code and 

an N -code, but it is not a Z-code since the ...ababab... has two L-factorizations 
...(ab)(ab)(ab)... and ...(ba)(ba)(ba)..., which are verified directly to be distinct. 
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A finite automaton over Σ is a 5-tuple A=(Q,Σ,E,I,F), where Q is a finite set of states, 

E⊆Q×Σ×Q is a non-empty set of arcs, I⊆Q is called a set of initial states, F⊆Q is 

called a set of terminal states. Each arc e∈E is a tuple e=(p,a,q): e starts from p, ends 
at q and its label is a. We also say that e leaves p for q. A finite automaton A is called 

deterministic if Card(I)≥1 and for any q∈Q, a∈Σ, there is at most one arc that leaves 

q with the label a. A sequence of arcs π=e1e2...ek∈E*, where e1=(p0,a1,p1),...,ek=(pk-

1,ak,pk) is called a path from p0 to pk. The word w=a1a2...ak is the label of π. A path π 

is called a successful path if its start state p0∈I and its end state pk∈F. In this case, we 
say that the word as its label is recognized by A. The set of all words recognized by A 
is called the language recognized by A, denoted by L(A). 

A directed graph is a couple G=(V,E), where V is a set of vertices and E is a set of 

arcs, each arc is an ordered pair of vertices: e=(u,v), u,v∈V. If all V,E are finite we 
call G finite. A path from a vertex u to v consists of a sequence of vertices x0,...,xn, 

where u=x0, v=xn, (xi,xi+1)∈E, i=0,...,n-1.  

3 Extension of Finite Automata 

We consider a kind of extended automata to establish a testing algorithm for Z-codes. 

3.1 Bipolar Automat 

A (non-deterministic) finite automaton A is called a bipolar automaton if A has only 
one initial state and one terminal state, and there is no arc starting from the terminal 
state, there is no arc ending at the initial state. 

Given a finite automaton A=(Q,Σ,E,I,F) recognizing the language L⊆Σ+. From A, 
we construct a bipolar automaton A'=(Q',Σ,E',I',F') recognizing the same L as follows. 

(i) Choose two new states s,f∉Q, s≠f, set Q'=Q∪{s,f}. set I'={s}, F'={f}. 

(ii) Set E'=E1∪{(s,a,q)|(p,a,q)∈E1,p∈I}, where E1=E∪{(p,a,f)|(p,a,q)∈E,q∈F}. 

For simplicity, we denote A'=(Q',Σ,E',s,f), and call s the in-polar, f the out-polar. The 
algorithm to construct A' from A is denoted by AD  has time complexityO(|Q|+|E|). 

Given a bipolar automaton A recognizing the language L⊆Σ+, we can construct an 
extended automaton A' that recognizes Lω (Büchi’ type) by adding an ε-arc which 
starts at the out-polar, ends at the in-polar of A. We also denote A' by Ex(AD). 

Given an extended automaton A=(Q,Σ,E,s,f) recognizing a language Lω, we con-
struct a reversed automaton A’=(Q’,Σ,E’,s’,f’), with Q=Q’,s’=f, f’=s, E’ is the set of 

reversed arcs of E. Then A’ recognizes the language L ω. The algorithm to construct 
A' can be expressed by a function Reverse(A) with time complexity O(|Q|+|E|). 

Remark 1. Let A=(Q,Σ,E,I,F) be a non-deterministic finite automaton and let  
c=|Σ|, n=|Q|, m=|E|. Then, (i) if A'=AD then L(A)=L(A'). (ii) in special cases, if A is 
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deterministic then for any q∈Q, there are at most c arcs leaving q. Hence, A has at 
most m=n.c arcs. When c can be seen as a constant, the time complexity of setting up 
AD is O(n). The number of states of AD, and  Ex(AD) is at most n+2. The number of 
arcs of AD is at most 2m+2c=2nc+2c and the number of arcs of Ex(AD) is at most 
2nc+2c+1. 

3.2 Products of Automata 

In this paper we need to construct a new automaton A=(Q,Σ,E,s,f) as a product of two 
automata (see [5]) as follows. Given two extended or bipolar automata 

A1=(Q1,Σ,E1,s1,f1) and A2=(Q2,Σ,E2,s2,f2), where Q⊆Q1×Q2, E is defined as follows: 

(i) ∀(q1,a,p1)∈E1, ∀(q2,a,p2)∈E2, a∈Σ ⇒ ((q1,q2),a,(p1,p2))∈E 

(ii) ∀(q1,ε,p1)∈E1, ∀(q2,ε,p2)∈E2 ⇒ ((q1,q2),ε,(p1,p2))∈E 

(iii) ∀(q1,ε,p1)∈E1, ∀(q2,a,p2)∈E2, a∈Σ ⇒ ((q1,q2),ε,(p1,q2))∈E 

(iv) ∀(q1,a,p1)∈E1, ∀(q2,ε,p2)∈E2, a∈Σ ⇒ ((q1,q2),ε,(q1,p2))∈E 
(v) E has only arcs defined by above four cases. 

Set s=(s1,s2), f=(f1,f2). The algorithm is presented by a function named Prod(A1,A2). 

Remark 2. (i) Similar to Mohri’s analysis in [5], we see that the algorithm has time 
complexity O((|Q1|+|E1|)(|Q2|+|E2|)). By Remark 1, if A1, A2 are deterministic then the 
algorithm has time complexity O(|Q1||Q2|). (ii) Let A1=(Q1,Σ,E1,s1,f1) be an extended 
automaton that recognizes Lω. In the automaton Prod(A1,A1), the label of a path con-
necting two consecutive states ),1( iqf  and ),( 1 jqf (or ),( 1fpi  and ),( 1fp j , or ),1( iqs  

and ),( 1 jqf , or ),( 1spi  and ),( 1fp j ) is the word of L. 

3.3 Union-Product of Automata 

Given two extended automata A1=(Q1,Σ,E1,s1,f1) and A2=(Q2,Σ,E2,s2,f2), then the un-
ion-products of A1 and A2 is defined as ProdUni(A1,A2)= (Q,Σ,E,I,{(f1,f2)}), where 

}2221 ,|),{( sqfqQqqfI ≠∧≠∈∀= , Q⊆Q1×Q2,  and E is defined according to the rules 

from (i) to (v) in  section 3.2. We add the initial state (s,s) into Q, and then add the 
arcs },|)),(,),,{(( 2221 sqfqQqqfss ≠∧≠∈∀ε into E. Then we have the union-product 

automaton with one initial state ProdUni(A1,A2)=(Q,,E,(s, s),(f1, f2)). 

Remark 3. (i) Similar to the algorithm designing the product of automata, building  
ProdUni(A1,A2) has time complexity O((|Q1|+|E1|)(|Q2|+|E2|)). By Remark 1, if A1, A2 
are deterministic then this algorithm has a time complexity O(|Q1||Q2|). 

(ii) Let A1=(Q1,Σ,E1,s1,f1) be an extended automaton that recognizes Lω. In the au-
tomaton ProdUni(A1,A1), the label of the path connecting two consecutive states 

),( 1 iqf  and ),( 1 jqf  (or ),( 1fpi  and ),( 1fp j ) is a word of L. 
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4 Algorithms for Testing of Z-codes 

At first we need to solve an extra problem on graph which is interesting by itseft. 

4.1 A problem on Finite Graphs 

Given a directed finite graph G=(V,E) and two vertices: s is the initial vertex and f is 

the terminal vertex (s≠f). Let U⊆V be a set of vertices which are called up-keys, D⊆V  

be a set of vertices which are called down-keys such that U∩D=Ø (the vertices s and f 

are not in U∪D). The rest vertices are called non-key vertices. 

Given a finite path π=v1,v2,...,vk, vi∈V, 1≤i≤k (s=v1) in G. Then, (i)  if there exist 

i,j, 1<i<j<k such that vi∈U, vj∈D and vk=vi then π is called a path of type 1.  

(ii) if there exists i, 1<i<k such that vi∈U and vk=f then π is called a path of type 2. 

Problem 1. Let G=(V,E) be a graph defined as above. Set up an algorithm to verify if 
there exists any path of type 1 in G and if there exists any path of type 2 in G. 

To solve this problem, we need to construct a graph G'=(V',E') from G by using a 
“graph-copy” technique as follows: 

(i)  for each v∈V, create three vertices (v,1),(v,2),(v,3) as copies of v and put to V'. 

(ii) for each arc (u,v)∈E, create three arcs ((u,1),(v,1)),((u,2),(v,2)) and ((u,3),(v,3)) 

as copies of (u,v) and put to E'. Moreover, if u∈U, create a new arc ((u,1),(v,2)) and 

update to E'. If u∈D, create a new arc ((u,2),(v,3)) and update to E'. 
The algorithm to construct G' from G can be expressed by a function XCopy(G) 

with time complexity O(|V|+|E|). 

Remark 4. (i) By G' constructed as above, we have: |V'|=3n, |E'|≤5m with |V|=n, 
|E|=m. (ii) The set of vertices of the type (v,k) in G' generates the subgraph Gk for each 
k=1,2,3. Each subgraph Gk is isomorphic to G. Hence G' is a version extended from 
the union of G1,G2,G3. There are some arcs from G1 to G2, but not any in the reversed 
direction. It is similar from G2 to G3. 

The following theorem describes the meaning of G' 

Theorem 1. Let G=(V,E) be a finite graph defined as above  and G'=XCopy(G).  
(i) There exists a path of type 1 in G if and only if there exists a path π in G' that 

starts at the vertex (s,1) and ends at (v,3), where v∈U and (v,1)∈π. 
(ii) There exists a path of type 2 in G if and only if there exists a path π in G' that 

starts at the vertex (s,1) and ends at (f,2). 

Proof. (i) (⇒) There exists a path of type 1 in G: u1,...,ui,...,uj,...,uk (s=u1). We have 

1<i<j<k such that ui∈U, uj∈D and ui=uk. According to the function constructing G', 
there exists a path π, (u1,1),...,(ui,1),(ui+1,2),...,(uj,2),(uj+1,3),...,(uk,3) where 

(s,1)=(u1,1),(uk,3)=(v,3). It is obviously that v∈U and (v,1)∈π. 
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(⇐) There exists a path π in G' from (s,1) to (v,3), where v∈U and (v,1)∈π. Ac-
cording to the function constructing G', π can be written as: 

(u1,1),...,(ui,1),(ui+1,2),...,(uj,2),(uj+1,3),...,(uk,3), where (s,1)=(u1,1),(uk,3)=(v,3), 

1<i<j<k, ui∈U, uj∈D and uk=ui. Then, in G, there is a path of type 1: 

u1,...,ui,ui+1,...,uj,uj+1,...,uk where s=u1,uk=v, 1<i<j<k, ui∈U, uj∈D and uk=ui. 
(ii) It can be easily implied from the function constructing G'.                                □ 

To test whether there exists any path of type 1 in G, we use an array mark as follows: 
a vertex (u,i) is colored WHITE, (or mark[(u,i)]=WHITE) to show that (u,i) has not 

been visited. For a vertex is considered, if its type is (u,1) with u∈U, then it is colored 
BLUE, otherwise it is colored GREY. Whenever the considered vertex (u,1) is co-
lored BLUE, a corresponding vertex (u,3) will be colored BLUE. This guarantees the 
fact that if we have a path in G' starting from (s,1) and ending at (u,3) which is co-
lored BLUE then we also have a path of type 1 in G. For testing a path of type 2, we 
need only a path from (s,1) to (f,2) without using this coloring technique. A vertex is 
colored BLACK if it is not included in any further visiting process. 

In general, the algorithm can be described as follows: (i)  Initially, all vertices of G' 
are colored WHITE. (ii) We call a recursive function visit to visit all vertices of G' by 
using the coloring technique mentioned above. This function is modified from the 
DFS (Depth First Search) algorithm in [10] as follows. 

Function int Visit(graph G’, vertex (u,i),int x) 
//x=1 function Visit detects path of type 1, type 2. 
//x=0 function Visit only detects path of type1. 
1. if i=1 and upkey[u]=1 then 
   mark[(u,1)]=mark[(u,3)]=BLUE else mark[(u,i)]=GREY 

2. for each arc ((u,i),(v,j))∈E’ do 
   if mark[(v,j)]=BLUE and j=3 then return 1; 
   if (v,j)=(f,2) and x=1 then return 2; 
   if mark[(v,j)]=WHITE then 
    if Visit(G’,(v,j),x)!=0 then  
         return Visit(G’,(v,j),x); 
3. mark[(u,i)]=BLACK 
  if i=1 and mark[(u,3)]=BLUE then mark[(u,3)]=WHITE 
4. return 0. 
Function int ContainsCycle(graph G’, vertex (u,i), int x) 

1. for each vertex (u,1)∈V’ do 
   mark[(u,1)]=mark[(u,2)]=mark[(u,3)]=WHITE 
2. return Visit(G’,(u,i),x);  

Remark 5. The algorithm ContainsCycle detecting any paths of type 1, 2 has its time 
complexity O(|V|+|E|). 
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4.2 A New Algorithm for Testing of Z-codes 

In this part, we present the main results of this paper. Let L⊆Σ* be a regular language 
recognized by a given finite automaton A=(Q,Σ,E,I,F) which is generally non-
deterministic. We consider step by step the following cases. 

(i) if L∈ε  then L is not a Z-code. To check whether L∈ε  reduces to deter-
mine whether FI ∩  is emptyset. We present I, F by two arrays as follows: 

IqqInI ∈⇔=1)( and FqqInF ∈⇔=1)( . Therefore, testing whether FI ∩  is empty-

set can be done by an algorithm Epsilon(A), with time complexity O(n), n=|Q|. 

(ii) if L∉ε  then +Σ⊆L . Suppose that L is not a Z-code. Then there exists a 

word zw Σ∈  which has two different L-factorizations. It can be one of four types as 
shown in Figure 1. Hence, verifying whether L is a Z-code reduces to testing whether 
there exists such a word w. We construct A1=Ex(AD)=(Q1,Σ,E1,s1,f1), A2=Reverse(A1) 
=(Q2,Σ,E2,s2,f2) and from these automata we have: 

Prod(A1,A1) induces a directed graph G1 with the initial vertex (s1,s1), the terminal 

vertex (f1,f1), the set of up-keys U1={(f1,q)∈Q1×Q1| q≠f1∧q≠s1}, the set of down-

keys D1={(p,f1)∈Q1×Q1| p≠ f1∧p≠s1}, and each arc of Prod(A1,A1) is an arc of G1. 
Prod(A2,A2) induces a directed graph G2 with the initial vertex (s2,s2), the terminal 

vertex (f2,f2), the set of up-keys U2={(f2,q)∈Q2×Q2| q≠f2∧q≠s2}, the set of down-

keys D2={(p,f2)∈Q2×Q2| p≠ f2∧p≠s2} and each arc of Prod(A2,A2) is an arc of G2. 
ProdUni(A1,A1) induces a directed graph G3 with the initial vertex (s,s), the termin-

al vertex (f1,f1), the set of up-keys U3={(f1,q)∈Q1×Q1|q≠f1∧q≠s1}, the set of down-

keys D3={(p,f1)∈Q1×Q1|p≠f1∧p≠s1} and each arc of ProdUni(A1,A1) is an arc of G3. 

 

Fig. 1. Four types of two different L-factorizations of w 

For the case L∉ε , we establish the following result. 

Theorem 2. Let L⊆Σ+ be a language recognized by a finite automaton A, let G1, G2, 
G3 be defined as above. L is a Z-code if and only if four following conditions hold 

(i) there is no any paths of type 2 in the graph G1; 
(ii) there is no any paths of type 1 in the graph G1; 
(iii) there is no any paths of type 1 in the graph G2; 
(iv) there is no any paths of type 1 in the graph G3. 
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Proof. (⇒) We assume by a contradiction that L is a Z-code and one of the conditions 
(i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) does not hold. 

(i) Suppose that there exists a path of type 2 in G1, we consider the label of this 

path: ),(),(),( 11 kk
y

ii
x qpqpqp ⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ , where 111111 ),(),(),,(),( Uqfqpqpss iii ∈== , 

ki <<1  and ),(),( 11 ffqp kk = . Hence we have a path π: 

),(),(),( 11111 ffqfqp y
i

x ⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ . By Remark 2, we have +∈= Lxyv . With any 

Lu ω∈ , ωLz ∈ , then the word ωω Luvzw ∈=  admits two different L-factorizations. 
Therefore, L is not a Z-code. This contradicts the assumption. 

(ii) Suppose that there exists a path of type 1 in G1, we consider the label of this 

path: ),(),(),(),( 11 kk
z

jj
y

ii
x qpqpqpqp ⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ , where ),(),( 1111 qpss = , 

11 ),(),( Uqfqp iii ∈= , 11),(),( Dfpqp jjj ∈= , kji <<<1  and ),(),( iikk qpqp = .  

Hence, we have a right infinite path π: 

⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ y
i

z
j

y
i

z
j

y
i

x qffpqffpqfqp ),(),(),(),(),(),( 1111111

By Remark 2, we have ωLxyzyzyzv ∈=  . With any Lu ω∈ , then the word 
ωω Luvw ∈=  admits two different L-factorizations. Therefore L is not a Z-code. This 

contradicts the assumption. 
(iii) Suppose that there exists a path of type 1 in G2, we consider the label of this 

path: ),(),(),(),( 11 kk
z

jj
y

ii
x qpqpqpqp ⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ , where ),(),( 1122 qpss = , 

22 ),(),( Uqfqp iii ∈= , 22),(),( Dfpqp jjj ∈= , kji <<<1  and ),(),( iikk qpqp = .  

Hence we have a right infinite path π: 

⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ y
i

z
j

y
i

z
j

y
i

x qffpqffpqfqp ),(),(),(),(),(),( 2222211  

By Remark 2, we have 
ω

Lzyzyxt ∈= ... . Then, label t of π admits two different 

factorizations on L . Correspondingly, we have v=... zyzyx ∈ ωL with two differrent 
factorizations on L. With any ωLu∈ , then the word ωω Lvuw ∈=  admits two different 
L-factorizations. Therefore, L is not a Z-code. This contradicts the assumption. 

(iv) Suppose that there exists a path of type 1 in G3, we consider the label of this 

path: ),(),(),(),( 11 kk
z

jj
y

ii
x qpqpqpqp ⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ , where ),(),( 11 qpss = , 

31 ),(),( Uqfqp iii ∈= , 31),(),( Dfpqp jjj ∈= , kji <<<1  and ),(),( iikk qpqp = .  

Hence, we have a bi-infinite path π:  

 ⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ y
i

z
j

y
i

z
j

y
i qffpqffpqf ),(),(),(),(),( 11111  

By Remark 3, we have ωω Lyzyzyzw ∈=  . It implies that w admits two different 

L-factorizations. Therefore L is not a Z-code. This contradicts the assumption. 

(⇐) We assume by a contradiction that the four conditions (i)-(iv) hold but L is not 

a Z-code. Then there exists a word +Σ∈u , two bi-infinite sequences of words of L: 
 ,,,,,, 21012 xxxxx −−  and  ,,,,,, 21012 yyyyy −−  such that: 

0112 yyuxx −−− = , 0xu ≤ ,  21210 yuyxxx = , 0yu ≤ , with 0xu ≠  or 0yu ≠ . 
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We consider four cases (see Figure 1) may be happened as follows: 

Case 1: There exist hm ≤≤ 0 , ln ≤≤ 0  with 0≠m  or 0≠l  (Figure 1.a) such that 

lnnhmm yyyxxxv  11 ++ == . Since hmm xxxv 1+= , A1 has a path π labeled v: 

1111111
1 fssfsfs hmm xxx ⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ + εε . Similarly, lnn yyyv 1+= , A1 

has a path θ labeled v: 1111111
1 fssfsfs lnn yyy ⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⎯→⎯⎯⎯→⎯ + εε . 

Hence, in the graph G1, there is a path ρ defined by π and θ as follows: 
)(),..,,(),..,( ,11,1 kki qpqfqp where ),(),( 1111 qpss = , 11 ),( Uqf i ∈ , ),(),( 11 kk qpff = , 

ki <<1 , or equivalently, G1 has a path of type 2. This contradicts the condition (i). 

Case 2: There exist 0, ≤mn  such that  11 ++ == nnmm yyxxv  and there are no 

nlmh >> ,  such that  11 ++ = llhh yyxx (Figure 1.b). Since 1+= mm xxv , A1 has a 

right infinite path π labeled v: 11111
1 sfsfs mm xx ⎯→⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ + εε Similarly, 

1+= nn yyv , A1 has a right infinite path θ labeled v: 1111
1 fsfs nn yy ⎯⎯ →⎯⎯→⎯⎯⎯→⎯ +ε  

Hence, in the graph G1, there is a right infinite path ρ defined by π and θ as fol-
lows: ),...,(),...,,(),...,,( 1111 fpqfqp ji  where ),(),( 1111 qpss = . Since ρ is a right infi-

nite path in the finite graph G1, there must exist vertices 11),( QQqp kk ×∈ , 

11 ),( Uqf i ∈ , 11),( Dfp j ∈  such that ),(),( 1 kki qpqf =  with kji <<<1 , or equiva-

lently, G1 has a path of type 1. This contradicts the condition (ii). 

Case 3: There exist 0, ≥lh  such that llhh yyxxv 11 −− ==   and there are no 

lnhm << ,  such that nnmm yyxx 11 −− =  (Figure 1.c). Then, we have 

 11 −− == llhh yyxxu  with Lyyxx llhh ∈−−  ,,,,, 11  and there are no lnhm << ,  

such that  11 −− = nnmm yyxx . Since 1−= hh xxu , A2 has a right infinite path π 

labeled u: 22222
1 sfsfs hh xx ⎯→⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⎯→⎯⎯⎯→⎯ − εε Similarly, 1−= ll yyu , A2 has a right 

infinite path θ labeled u: 22
1

222 sfly
sfly

s ⎯→⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ −⎯→⎯⎯⎯→⎯ εε  
Hence, in the graph G2, there is a right infinite path ρ defined by π and θ as fol-

lows: ),...,(),...,,(),...,,( 2211 fpqfqp ji  where ),(),( 1122 qpss = . Since ρ is a right infi-

nite path in the finite graph G2, there must exist vertices 22),( QQqp kk ×∈ , 

22 ),( Uqf i ∈ , 22 ),( Dfp j ∈  such that ),(),( 2 kki qpqf =  with kji <<<1 , or equi-

valently, G2 has a path of type 1. This contradicts the condition (iii). 

Case 4: There exist no lh,  such that  11 ++ = llhh yyxx  or llhh yyxx 11 −− =  (Fig-

ure 1.d). We have  11 ++ == nnmm yyyxxv  with Lyyxx nnmm ∈++ ,...,,...,, 11 , +Σ∈y  

and Ly ∉ . Since 1+= mm xxv , A1 has a right infinite path π labeled v: 

11111
1 sfsfs mm xx ⎯→⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ + εε Similarly, 1+= nn yyyv , A1 has a right 

infinite path θ labeled v: 111111
1 sfsfsfq nn yyy

i ⎯→⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ + εεε  

where ., 11 fsqi ≠  Hence, in the graph G3, there is a right infinite path ρ defined by π 
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and θ as follows: ),...,(),...,,(),...,,( 1111 fpqfqp ji  where ),(),( 11 qpss = . Since ρ is a 

right infinite path in the finite graph G3, there must exist vertices 11),( QQqp kk ×∈ , 

31 ),( Uqf i ∈ , 31),( Dfp j ∈  such that ),(),( 1 kki qpqf =  with kji <<<1 , or equiva-

lently, G3 has a path of type 1. This contradicts the condition (iv). These complete the 
proof of theorem .                                                                                                          □  

Now we formulate an effective algorithm for testing of Z-codes. 

Function ZCode(A) 

Input: A=(Q, ,,E,I,F), n=|Q|, m=|E|and L=L(A)⊆∑*. 
Output: TRUE if L is a Z-code, FALSE otherwise. 
1. if Epsilon(A) then return FALSE; 
2. A1=Ex(AD); 
3. G1=Prod(A1,A1);   
4. G=XCopy(G1);   
5. if ContainsCycle(G,((s1,s1),1),1)!=0 then return FALSE 
6. A2=Reverse(A1); 
7. G2=Prod(A2,A2); 
8. G=XCopy(G2); 
9. if ContainsCycle(G,((s2,s2),1),0)==1 then return FALSE 
10. G3=ProdUni(A1,A1); 
11. G=XCopy(G3); 
12. if ContainsCycle(G,((s,s),1),0)==1 then return FALSE 
13. return TRUE 

Time Complexity of the Algorithm. The time complexity for Step 1 is O(n), Steps 2, 
6 is O(n+m), Steps 3, 7, 10 is O((n+m)2), Steps 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12 is O(n2+m2). There-
fore, the time complexity of the whole algorithm is O(n4) in the case A is non-
deterministic, and O(n2) in the case A is deterministic. 

5 Conclusion 

Studying on advanced automata models are paid much attention in both theoretic and 
application aspects. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to decide whether a regu-
lar language recognized by a finite automaton is a Z-code or not with time complexity 
O(n4) - for the general case of non-deterministic automata, and O(n2) for the restricted 
case of deterministic automata. This is a significant problem in terms of theory and 
practice. 
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